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1 and 2-Photon Fluorescence Anisotropy Decay to Probe
the Kinetic and Structural Evolution of Sol-Gel Glasses:
A Summary
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We review recent 1- and 2-photon fluorescence studies of the formation dynamics and structure of
sol-gel glasses, from nanometre-sized particles to clusters, prepared from both aqueous silicates
and tetramethylorthosilicate (TMOS), over a broad pH range. Through the careful choice of a
fluorescent probe, anisotropy decay has been shown to provide both silica particle size and viscosity
information and offers advantages over traditional techniques for silica particle sizing based on
small-angle neutron, Xray, or light scattering. Subsequently, we are now able to observe the self-
assembly mechanisms (or recently termed kinetic life history) of silica, produced under both acidic
and alkaline conditions from sodium silicate solution (water glass) in the case of hydrogels and
from alkoxides in the case of alcogels. The controlled preparation of hydrogels, often deemed a
blackart, is also discussed in some detail, as are the potential applications and benefits of fluorescence
anisotropy decay to industrial sol-gel systems. The insight into the sol-gel process provided by
these new interpretations of fluorescence decay data, promises to have implications for both our
fundamental understanding and the production of sol-gel systems in general.

KEY WORDS: Fluorescence anisotropy; sol-gel; silica hydrogel; silicon alkoxide; LUDOX colloidal silica;
silica nanoparticles; reaction limited cluster aggregation; diffusion limited cluster aggregation; self-assembled
nanoparticles.

INTRODUCTION pH and temperature and silica concentration dependent.
Prior to tg ramified nanometer size clusters of silica

The sol-gel process allows the preparation of room form and diffuse. Eventually this process leads to the
temperature oxide glasses, involving a series of hydrol- rigid network appearing at tg, and other processes start
ysis and condensation steps to produce a rigid network, to dominate as the solvent evaporates, pores form as
after a time denoted tg, (the gelation time), which owes the particles aggregate, condensation occurs, and the
its origins to the pioneering work of Ebelman, Mende- gel shrinks (syneresis) and ages. After formation the gel
leyev, and Graham in the nineteenth century [1]. The can be strengthened; the surface area can be specified by
gelation time marks the onset of the gel and tg is strongly a process called aging and is then typically dried to

produce either a xerogel or an aerogel [1,2]. To produce
stable non-changeable monoliths, as is the case in sol-1 Department of Physics and Applied Physics, University of Strathclyde,
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the sol-gel process is chemistry whilst controlling the Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy [7] and flu-
orescence recovery after photobleaching [8] possessphysical properties of sol-gel polymers in respect of
sufficient resolution for silica particle metrology, butsize, structure, growth, porosity, density, etc. is physics.
also suffer from the need to dilute the sols and haveAlthough the chemistry is in general well understood,
the added complication of requiring a microscope.the complexity of the physics can be gauged from the

Fluorescence probe spectroscopy has become anfact that many of the chemical processes occur simulta-
established tool for probing structure and dynamics atneously, not sequentially, although at different times,
the molecular level [9] and has been used extensivelydifferent reaction rates may dominate. For example, for
for this purpose in the study of sol-gels [10]. In par-a while, even after tg, most of the volume is still a
ticular, fluorescence depolarization resulting fromliquid. Control of the polymerization produces a wide
Brownian rotation of a molecular probe reports on therange of materials. These include stable colloids of well-
local mobility of the probe. Expressed most usuallydefined nanoparticles, for example, Dupont’s Ludox
as an anisotropy function, both steady-state and time-(which has many uses, although it is known in the
resolved, the changes observed during alkoxide sol-gelfield of fluorescence as a light-scattering medium for
polymerization have been interpreted by many solelyrecording excitation pulse profiles), optical quality
in terms of viscosity [11–14] from initial mixing tocomponents used in photonics, porous glasses used in
well beyond the sol to gel transition after a time tg.sensors, and the ubiquitous uses of silica gel powder.
For example, Narang and co-workers [13] used phase-A clearer picture of how controlling the competi-
modulation fluorometry to study rhodamine 6G (R6G)tive rates in the sol in the very early stages translate into
in TMOS gels at a sol pH of 4, 6, and 8 and observedthe final gel is not only important to our fundamental
two anisotropy decay components from the outset tounderstanding, but also in optimizing manufacturing
beyond tg. These they attributed to the presence of twoprocesses. The link between particle size in the sol and
discrete microdomains of different viscosity. One vis-pore size in the gel is a classic example, which spans
cosity of '2 cP remained more or less constant duringthe whole kinetic evolution of silica gel. Of course any
polymerization and was associated with free R6G, andtechnique for monitoring such changes should ideally
the other increased during polymerization to a valuebe capable of monitoring in situ the whole process
over an order of magnitude greater than the bulk orthrough to completion. Fluorescence is par excellence
microviscosity even before tg. This is perhaps a surpris-a method of determining reaction rates and, although
ing result, because such a large microviscosity disparity

ideally suited to the task in sol-gels, its capabilities have
might be expected to lead to phase separation, which

perhaps been hitherto under-appreciated in this context.
was not reported (Fig. 1A).

Traditionally, small-angle scattering of laser light,
x rays, or neutrons has been used to study silica particle
growth. For example, light scattering measurements
found a primary particle hydrodynamic diameter of 1.0
nm, increasing to 2.4 nm prior to gelation [3]. Small-
angle x-ray scattering studies of silica gel have revealed
evidence for 1-nm particles [4], and similar studies on a
silica sol indicate that 2-nm-diameter primary particles
aggregate to form secondary particles of 6-nm-diameter
before gelation [5]. Small-angle neutron scattering has
found comparable primary particle dimensions [6].
However, scattering methods have a number of draw-
backs. For example, they need low silicate concentra-
tions to avoid multiple scattering, and dilution is not
the answer, because it can cause depolymerization.
Moreover, scattering by the gel matrix after tg corrupts
the particle scattering measurement. X-ray and neutron
scattering in particular are also very expensive and

Fig. 1. (A) The fluorescent probe located in different viscosity domainsunsuitable for on-line use. Light scattering is limited
(B) the probe partitioned between the aqueous phase and bound to

in resolution by the wavelength of light, and electron growing (or aggregating) silica nanoclusters. tr1 and tr2 are the rotational
correlation times from Eq. (10). From Geddes et al. [26].microscopy can only be used on dry colloids.
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In this review article we summarize our use of etc. (an organic polymerization) for the case of alcogels,
both so named in accordance with both the solvents usedfluorescence anisotropy decay to determine the growth

in the hydrodynamic radius of silica particles [15–26] and condensed. The rates of formation and properties of
the final gels derived from these organic and inorganicFig. 1B. Although fluorescence anisotropy decay has

been widely used in biochemistry to determine structure polymerizations are strongly pH, temperature, solvent,
and SiO2 concentration dependent [1,2]. There are manyand dynamics in membranes and proteins [27] it has

hitherto found little if any application where the hydro- similarities between both processes and similar end-prod-
ucts are obtained. The alkoxide “alcogel” route is thedynamic radius of the fluorescing rotor species changes

continuously with time. And yet fluorescence anisot- one that has been mostly used for research into sol-gel
processes because it has better defined reactants and isropy decay is ideally suited to particle metrology during

sol-gel polymerization, overcoming many of the draw- typically simpler to prepare than a hydrogel; the lower
cost of the latter makes it ideal for industrial applicationsbacks of scattering methods. For example, because in

the absence of energy migration fluorescence anisot- requiring mass production.
For hydrogels at pH ,2 (acid catalyzed), gelationropy will decay only by rotating particles, growth can

be studied at higher silicate concentrations than other occurs by a means of a series of monomer and/or inter-
cluster condensation reactions between silanol (Si-OH)techniques and even after gelation has occurred. Inter-

estingly, although fluorescence has been widely used bonds to form ramified siloxane type (Si-O-Si) clusters.
For hydrogels polymerized from sodium silicate solutionto study the sol to gel transition, the interpretation was

for a long time confined to viscosity [10–14]. However, (water glass), a ternary system of SiO2, Na2O, and H2O,
then the gel forming step can be crudely described by:it has recently been shown [17,18] that the observed

second and longer rotational correlation time can corre- Na2O.xSiO2.YH2O (water glass)
spond to dye bound to particles (Fig. 1B), which has

1 H2SO4 → SiO2 1 Na2SO4 1 (Y 1 1)H2O (2)subsequently bridged the gap between scattering and
fluorescence techniques and is providing new insight where x denotes the weight ratio (w/w) of the glass, that
into silica growth mechanisms. is, SiO2:Na2O, which for the work described here is

Evidence for the presence of growing silica nano- ' 3.3. It should be noted that the molar and weight ratio
particles in sol-gels is overwhelming from electron are almost equivalent, given that the relative atomic mass
microscopy, neutron, X ray, and light scattering meas- of Na2O and SiO2 are 62 and 60, respectively. At a sol
urements, which have been performed on many differ- pH ,2, the gel times are typically quite long where the
ent sol compositions in many different laboratories polymerization rate is thought to be proportional to [H+]
around the world. Our interpretation of fluorescence and the silicate species are thought to be positively
anisotropy data for doped sols reconciles the findings charged but not highly ionised [1]. Also in the absence
of fluorescence with those of these other techniques of the fluoride ion, the solubility of silica below pH 2 is
and offers a new approach to studying the dynamics quite low, except at very high proton concentrations. It
and structure of sol-gel glass formation. is therefore likely [2] that the formation and aggregation

of primary particles occurs rapidly together and that Ost-
wald ripening (a process whereby particles grow in size
but decrease in number as highly soluble small particlesSOL-GEL CHEMISTRY
dissolve and reprecipitate on larger, less soluble nuclei),
contributes little to particle growth after the particlesThe sol-gel process involves the transformation of
exceed 1 nm radius. Therefore gels polymerized at ,pH 2a liquid-like solution, the sol, to, the gel, a highly porous
are thought to be composed of very small particles indeed.matrix filled with solvent, through a series of hydrolysis

At intermediate sol pH of 2–7, the gel times steadilyand polycondensation steps. In the simplest case, the gel-
decrease and it is therefore thought that above the isoelec-forming step can be given by:
tric point the condensation rate is proportional to [OH]
as shown below [1,2].nSi(OR)4 1 2nH2O → nSiO2

[Si2OH 1 OH2 → [Si2O2 1 H2O (Fast process)(a growing gel network)

(3)1 4nROH (1)
[Si2O2 1 HO2Si → [Si2O2Si[ 1 OH

where R can be either hydrogen for the case of hydrogels
(an inorganic polymerization) or methyl, ethyl, propyl, (Slower process) (4)
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In silicate species, the most acidic silanols (those at a similar sol pH, but in the absence of destabilizing
salts. In addition, some of the surface Ludox silica atomswhich are most readily deprotonated) are those contained

in the most highly condensed species. Therefore conden- have been replaced with aluminium atoms, which creates
a fixed negative charge, independent of pH, affordingsation (Eq. 4), occurs preferentially between more highly

condensed species and less highly condensed, neutral particle stability over the alkaline range. This is a particu-
larly important choice for the work described here, asspecies. Subsequently, the rate of dimerization is low,

but, once formed, dimers will react preferentially with water loss resulting from evaporation or slight changes
in pH due to dissolved CO2 has the potential to prema-monomer to/from trimers and so on. This leads to the

cyclization of species, because of the close proximity of turely alter sol stability.
The alkoxide “alcogel” route, which is similar inthe silanol chain ends and subsequently the formation of

the primary silica particles. The further addition of low many respects to the polymerization of aqueous silicates,
can be described at the functional group level by threemolecular weight species to more highly condensed spe-

cies rapidly depletes the monomer population. Further simple reactions [1]:
growth therefore occurs by aggregation or chaining to

Si(OR)4 1 nH2O } Si(OR)42n(OH)n 1 nROHform the growing SiO2 network.
At a pH above 7, hydrogel sol polymerization occurs Hydrolysis (5)

by the same nucleophilic mechanism as for sols in the
[Si2OR 1 HO2Si[ } [Si2O2Si[ 1 ROHpH range 2–7 [Eqs (3) and (4)]. However, because all

condensed species are likely to be negatively charged Alcohol Condensation (6)
(highly ionized) and therefore mutually repulsive, growth

[Si2OH 1 HO2Si[ } [Si2O2Si[ 1 H2Ooccurs primarily by the addition of monomers to more
highly condensed particles rather than by particle aggre-

Water Condensation (7)gation. Particles '1 nm radius are typically formed within
minutes above pH 7. However, the presence of salts, and overall in the case of tetramethylorthosilicate
which disrupts the silica particle surface charge, signifi- (TMOS) by the net reaction:
cantly reduces gel times, denoted a time tg. Because of

nSi(OCH3)4 1 2nH2O → nSiO2 1 4nCH3OHthe greater solubility of silica and the greater size depen-
dence of solubility above pH 7, the growth of primary Net Reaction (8)
particles continues by Oswald ripening. At a given pH,
particles grow to a size that depends mainly on the temper- where R can be methyl, ethyl, or propyl groups, etc. The

hydrolysis reaction (Eq. 5) effectively replaces alkoxideature and SiO2 concentration, where the growth rate
depends on the particle size distribution. groups with hydroxyl groups, which can then readily

condense to produce either water (Eq. 7) or alcohol (Eq.At a much higher sol pH, . ' pH 12, most silanol
groups are deprotonated and the primary building blocks 6), where both reactions result in siloxane (Si-O-Si)

bonds. Because of the fact that water and alkoxides areare composed primarily of cyclic trimers and tetramers.
Cyclic trimers are stable in this pH range because the immiscible, a mutual solvent is typically used as a homog-

enizing agent, for example, an alcohol. As indicated bysomewhat planar, cyclic conformation permits the great-
est separation of charge between the deprotonated sites. Eqs. 5 and 6, alcohol is not just a solvent but can partici-

pate in the reverse esterification and alcoholysis reactionsDue to lack of salt and the mutually repulsive nature
of the silica particles, stable, fairly high pH, non-gelling respectively. The hydrolysis scheme (eq. 5) is generally

acid or base catalyzed where the rate and nature of poly-sols can be readily prepared or purchased [1]. In our work
we have used one from DuPont’s colloidal silica range, merization is pH dependent [1]. Other parameters such

as temperature, pressure, the type of alcohol used, and thenamely AM30, to investigate our approach to nanometre
particle metrology on particles of known radius. Ludox molar H2O:Si ratio (sometimes denoted R:1) significantly

influence the properties of the final gel [1]. It is widelyAM30 silica particles are discrete, uniform spheres of
amorphous silica with no internal surface area or detect- accepted [1] that acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of a tetrafunc-

tional alkoxide with low R values (typically ,2) producesable crystallinity. These 6-nm radius particles are dis-
persed in a pH 8.9 alkaline medium (NaOH), which reacts weakly branched polymeric type sols, whereas base-cata-

lyzed hydrolysis with large R values produces highlywith the silica surface to produce a negative surface
charge (deprotonated silanol groups), charge balanced condensed particulate sols. Intermediate conditions pro-

duce intermediate structures that lie within these bound-with sodium ions. This is in fact similar to what is envis-
aged for hydrogels prepared from sodium silicate solution ary conditions [1].
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Even after tg, particles continue to play a role but R(t) 5 (1 2 f 2 g) R0 exp(2t/tr1)
new processes now start to occur as well, such as further

1 fR0 exp(2t/tr2) 1 gR0 (12)condensation, dissolution, and redeposition.
However in all our work, over many different types and
sol compositions, Eq. 12, was not found to provide a
good description of the anisotropy decays. Visually theTHEORY
anisotropy was observed to decay at all but the later
polymerization times, suggesting that g is a small fractionVertically and horizontally polarized fluorescence
of the total fluorescence. However, one goal in our sol-decay curves, FV(t) and FH(t), orthogonal to pulsed and
gel studies was to use the shortest measurement timevertically polarized excitation recorded at different delay
possible so as not to average out the size of the growingtimes following initial mixing of the sol lead to an anisot-
silica nanoparticles. Subsequently, it is likely that Eq.ropy function R(t) describing the rotational correlation
[12], although very plausible, cannot be supported byfunction [9] where:
the statistical precision available for 1-photon excitation.
Interestingly, using 2-photon excitation, the best descrip-R(t) 5

FV(t) 2 FH(t)

FV(t) 1 2FH(t)
(9)

tion of anisotropy decay was also Eq. (10), where g was
found to be very small.

If continuous excitation is used, the time-dependen-
cies remain unresolved and a weighted average of the

Two-Photon Excitationtime-resolved anisotropies is observed in a multicompo-
nent system such as a sol-gel to give a steady-state anisot- A multiphoton process originates when a molecule
ropy R. is excited to a higher electronic state by absorbing two or

Our analysis for silica hydrogels and silicon alkox- more photons in the same quantum event. In multiphoton
ides (TMOS), and also that of Narang and co-workers excitation the fluorescence intensity, If l , does not increase
[13] on TMOS, showed that the best description of R(t) proportionately with increasing excitation power density,
was provided by two rotational correlation times tr1 and rexc , but follows the relationship:
tr2 in the form:

If l 5 g (ffl /i) nd si ri (13)
R(t) 5 (1 2 f ) R0 exp(2t/tr1) 1 fR0 exp(2t/tr2) (10)

where g is a fluorescence collection efficiency factor,
where R0 is the initial anisotrophy (Fig. 1). We interpret ffl/i the 1-photon excited fluorescence quantum yield
f as the fraction of fluorescence due to probe molecules corrected for the multiphoton absorption, n the number
bound to silica particles and hence 1 2 f the fraction due density of absorber, si the absorption cross section for i
to free dye in the sol. From the Stokes-Einstein relation, photons, and d the sample path length. Equation 13 shows
tr1 gives the sol microviscosity h1 5 3tr1kT /4pr 3, where that in principle the gradient of a simple log-log plot of
r is the hydrodynamic radius of the dye and likewise using experimentally measured If l and r values allows i, the
h1 and tr2, gives the average silica particle hydrodynamic number of photons absorbed, to be determined.
radius (Fig. 1B). One important difference with polarized multipho-

By expanding exp(2t/tr2) and putting tr1 ¿ tr2, to ton excitation, compared to our 1-photon studies, con-
reflect the unbound probe molecules rotating much faster cerns the higher degree of molecular orientation
than those bound to silica particles, in the case in which photoselected and associated increase in the initial value
the fluorescence lifetime tf ¿ tr2, a similar expression of the fluorescence anisotropy (R0). For multiphoton exci-
to that encountered for the hindered rotation of a fluoro- tation a higher degree of orientation of molecules is
phore in a membrane or protein [9] can be expected required at t 5 0 according to a directional distribution
to hold in a sol-gel, that is, a residual anisotropy, R`, function fi (u), which can be approximated for the case
is observed: of cylindrical symmetry and a dominant transition tensor

to be [28]:R(t) 5 (1 2 f) R0 exp(2t/tr1) 1 fR0 (11)
fi (u) 5 cos2i u (14)

where fR0 5 R`. If a fraction of the fluorescence, g8, is
attributed to dye bound rigidly within the gel after tg, as where u is the angle between the plane of polarization

of excitation and the absorption transition dipole moment.well as both free solvated dye and dye bound to silica
particles then, if appropriate, Eq. 10 could be further This increasing degree of photo-selection with i can also

be expressed as [28]:extended to:
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mercially available for hydrogel synthesis with differing
R0i 5

2i
2i 1 3 F3

2
cos2 bi 21/2G (15) densities and mean mole or weight ratios, that is,

(Na2O:SiO2). We have used a 79.5 Twaddle*, 3.3 weight
where bi is the intramolecular angle between the absorp- ratio, sodium silicate solution (Na2O.3.3SiO2.H2O) sup-
tion and emission transition moments. Equation 15 plied by Crosfield Chemicals Ltd. (trade name, Crystal
describes the maximum dynamic range of anisotropy 79), now Ineos Silica’s.
measurement which, in the collinear (bi 5 0) case, is Solutions of different densities were obtained by
R0i 5 0.4 for i 5 1, 0.57 for i 5 2 and 0.67 for i 5 3. This diluting Crystal 79 with doubly distilled deionized water.
increase in initial anisotropy facilitated by multiphoton The % Na2O in sodium silicate solution was determined
excitation is potentially very powerful when resolving by titration with HCL (Eq. 16), whilst the % SiO2 was
complex rotational kinetics (i.e., more than one rotational determined by titrating the NaOH liberated from the reac-
correlation time), and when the fluorescence lifetime is tion of Si(OH)4 with NaF, with HCl (Eq. 17).
significantly less than the rotational correlation time. The

Na2O 1 2 HCl → 2 NaCl 1 H2O (16)power of using 2-photon excitation to extend the dynamic
range of depolarisation can be seen in Fig. 2. Si(OH)4 1 6 NaF → Na2SiF6 1 4 NaOH (17)

The percentages of Na2O and SiO2 in 79.5 Twaddle
sodium silicate solution, obtained by titration, and itsEXPERIMENTAL
subsequent dilutions are shown in Fig. 3. For comparison
percentages in other commercial sodium silicate liqueursA range of sodium silicate solutions (silicate
are also shown.liqueurs, commonly referred to as water glass) are com-

Fluorescence studies of the sodium silicate solutions
revealed complex decay kinetics with multiple emitting
species evident [Fig. (4)]. Subsequently, to alleviate
water-glass autofluorescence all studies of hydrogels pre-
pared from water glass were undertaken in the near-
infrared.

*Twaddle—The twaddle (0Tw) is a unit of density
first used at the turn of the century to enable workers to
easily deal with integers and is still readily used in indus-
try today. SI conversion: Twaddle 5 (200(density/g
cm23)21).

Instrumentation

Absorption measurements were performed on a Per-
kin Elmer UV/VIS spectrophotometer (Lambda 2).
Steady-state fluorescence emission and/or anisotropy
measurements were performed on a FluoroMax-2 (ISA
Instruments New Jersey) equipped with dichroic sheet
polarises (Halbo Optics).

For 1-photon near-IR studies (JA120, JA53, and
Rhodamine 700 hydrogels), orthogonal polarized fluores-
cence decay kinetics were recorded using the time-corre-
lated single-photon counting technique [29] in '2-minute
measurement times at different times following initial
mixing of the sol, as shown in Fig. 5. This incorporated
a Hamamatsu PLP-02 diode laser for excitation and an

Fig. 2. (A) 2-photon polarized fluorescence decays and instrumental EG&G CD2027 single-photon avalanche diode for detec-
response function and (B) corresponding 1- and 2-photon anisotropy

tion. The 650-nm diode laser generated 70-mW verticallydecays R(t) for the TMOS sol doped with rhodamine 6G at 41663 min.
polarized optical pulses of duration '50 ps at 1-MHzThe channel width is 8.7 ps and instrumental response function , 100

ps fwhm. Data from Karolin et al. [23]. repetition rate. The overall instrumental response function
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Fig. 3. Percentages of SiO2 and Na2O in 79.5 Tw sodium silicate solution (Crystal 79) and
dilutions of 79.5 Tw sodium silicate solution used to make sol-gels of different densities.
Other commercial silicate liquors are shown. (A) Crystal 96 (96 Tw, weight ratio 5 2.85);
(B) Crystal 84 (84.5 Tw, weight ratio 5 3.20); (C) Crystal 74 (74 Tw, weight ratio 5 3.38);
(D) Crystal 66 (66 Tw, weight ratio 5 3.65).

was '350 ps fwhm. Fluorescence was selected using an wavelength from the white light continuum was selected
by a 500- 6 10-nm interference filter (Comar Instru-IBH Model 5000M f/3 monochromator with a spectral

range of 300–1200 nm, a Kodak 720 nm cut-off filter, ments, UK) and fluorescence emission observed through
a 550-nm long-pass filter. For all experiments the temper-and a dichroic polarizer (Halbro Optics).

Two- and white-light one-photon femtosecond exci- ature was regulated at 20 6 1 8C. The typical measure-
ment time taken to record the anisotropy decay was '30tation (for Rhodamine 6G TMOS sols) were achieved

using a Coherent RegA 9000/Mira 900 regeneratively min, sufficient to accumulate a maximum count per chan-
nel of 10,000 to 20,000 in the difference functionamplified Ti:Sapphire laser (repetition rate 250 KHz;

excitation pulse duration '120 fs; center-wavelength 800 Fv(t) 2 FH(t) [cf. Eq. (9)]. Although 30 min at first may
seem a long measurement time, it should be noted thatnm; energy per pulse #4 mJ). The fluorescence anisotropy

decay curves were again collected using the well-known in this case the TMOS sol gelation time was 56160 →
59040 min.time-correlated single photon-timing technique [29]. The

instrument and measurement of multiphoton excited fluo- To compare our studies with typically non-gelling
sols, a Ludox colloidal silica (Du Pont’s AM30, 30%rescence anisotropy decays have been described pre-

viously [30], recent additions being a faster photon timing w/w SiO2, 6-nm radius, pH 8.9) was labeled with CG437,
a 6-methoxyquinoline-type dye that we have recentlydetector (Hamamatsu cooled MCP-PMT model R3809U-

50) and discriminator (EG&G Ortec model 9327) (Fig. synthesized for this purpose [22]. For CG437, 1-photon
excitation was provided at 370 nm by means of nanosec-6). The overall instrumental response was '100 ps fwhm.

Two-photon excited R6G fluorescence was wavelength ond pulses from an IBH NanoLED operating at 1 MHz
and at 400 nm by the femtosecond frequency-doubledselected by using an 800-nm cut-off filter, which excluded

the laser fundamental. The laser power dependence of Ti:sapphire laser.
Non-linear least squares impulse reconvolution anal-the fluorescence confirmed the 2-photon nature of the

excitation for those respective experiments [30]. ysis of the anisotropy data [29] was performed using the
IBH Ltd Fluorescence Lifetime System 5000 softwareFor the time-resolved 1-photon excited fluorescence

experiments for the R6G TMOS sols, white light was library. The procedure for impulse reconvolution corrects
for distortion resulting from the finite instrumentalgenerated in a Ti:sapphire glass plate. The excitation
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Fig. 4. (A) Absorption and steady-state emission spectrum of Crystal 79. Also shown is the
absorption and emission spectrum of JA120 used to probe low-pH sodium silicate–based
hydrogels. Near-IR 650-nm LD excitation can be seen to alleviate silicate background fluores-
cence. (B) Multiexponential fluorescence decay of Crystal 79 recorded in the TD using TCSPC.
lex 5 300 nm.

response. This first involves fitting to the fluorescence 54.78 [9] was selected for all fluorescence lifetime meas-
urements.decay given by; Fv(t) 1 2FH(t), [the denominator in Eq.

(9)] and obtaining the corresponding fluorescence
impulse response function, I(t). The product of I(t)
multiplied by iterations of R(t) are then convoluted with Silica Hydrogel Preparation (,pH 2)
the measured instrumental response function and fitted
to the measured difference data [the numerator in Eq. Silica hydrogels were prepared using the continuous
9], Fv(t) 2 FH(t), using non-linear least squares, with a flow preparation system (sol-gel rig: made in-house),
minimization of chi-squared (x2) goodness of fit criterion. (Fig. 7). Two glass water-jacketed vessels (Aldrich Chem-
A normalized x2 value close to unity indicates the absence ical Co.), containing H2SO4 and sodium silicate solution
of systematic errors and an appropriate anisotropy decay are maintained at 20 8C. Two (Watson-Marlow 505S/rl)
model [R(t)] described by the best fit parameters, for peristaltic pumps deliver both acid and silicate solutions
example, tr1, tr2, R0, f. For all the measurements the through Marprene tubing to a stainless steel mixing head
samples remained optically transparent such that depolar- (Fig. 8). By varying both concentrations and the pump
ization resulting from multiple scattering from particles speeds, sols differing in %SiO2, pH, and therefore gela-

tion time (denoted tg) can be produced. Table I showsand pores can be neglected. Magic angle polarization,
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Fig. 5. Fluorescence anisotropy decay measurement of silica hydrogels using time-correlated single-photon counting. L-lenses. From Geddes and
Birch [17].

some typical flow parameters and reactant concentrations sodium silicate solutions together to the propeller,
operating at 1200 rpm. A change in bore size and a jetused to produce various sols.

Three different mixing heads have been developed. nozzle further aid mixing in the head. In this standard
setup, the sol can be doped with fluorophore at the finalFigure 8A shows the standard mixing head (bottom view)

in which two stainless steel tubes deliver H2SO4 and collection point. The second mixing head allows the dilu-
tion of the sol by the introduction of water via a third
inlet pipe (Fig. 8B), whilst figure 8C shows how the
mixing sol can be continually doped by the small addi-
tional of an aqueous probe using either a syringe or suit-
ably small peristaltic pump. When in use the mixing head

Fig. 6. Fluorometer for anisotropy decay measurement based on Fig. 7. Continuous flow system for the preparation of acidic hydrogels
(sol-gel rig). (1) Sodium silicate solution (water glass); (2) sulphuricmultiphoton excitation using femtosecond laser pulses and reverse start-

stop time-correlated single-photon counting detection. From Karolin et acid; (3) thermostat; (4) peristaltic pumps; (5) Marprene tubing; (6)
mixing head vessel; (7) sol-gel. From Geddes and Birch [17].al. [23].
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Table I. Sol-Gel Flow Parameters and Reactant Concentrations Used

Initial % Initial 8Tw Initial % Initial 8Tw Silicate flow Acid flow Excess acid normality Final % SiO2

silicate silicate acid acid rate mL21 rate mL21 in sol-gel, N, pH in sol-gel tg (min)

20.21 50 34 50.2 7.58 2.43 0.27N, pH 0.87 15.30 60–74
16.94 40 28 40 7.58 2.53 0.25N, pH 0.90 12.70 240–270
12.50 30 22 30 7.25 2.66 0.31N, pH 0.81 9.14 990–1050
8.62 20 15 20 6.76 2.92 0.30N, pH 0.82 6.02 2760–3240

SI conversion 5 Twaddle (8Tw) 5 200(density/g/cm23 21). The final sol compositions were calculated by using Eqs. (18)–(25). Data from Geddes
and Birch [17].

is typically positioned off-centre, '1 cm from the bottom homogeneous sol. In our case, the Silverson general pur-
pose disintegrating head, shown in Fig. 9A, does notof the mixing head vessel. A centrally positioned mixing

head results in a deeper solution vortex that can cause emulsify the sol well enough, in contrast to the fine
emulsor screen (not shown), which extensively aeratesaeration and splashing of the hazardous material and even

allows unmixed material to be collected at the 300-mL the sol.
outlet level.

The choice of mixing head screens (Fig. 9) is an
important consideration because the optical quality of
sols can depend on the extent of aeration of the sol. In
addition the ability to mix the reactants together effi-
ciently, which is the mixing head’s prime function, can
be dependent on the screen mesh size, particularly at high
silica concentrations. In contrast, some screens produce
inhomogeneous sols (regions of differing pHs), causing
premature or localized gelation. Typically, a standard
emulsor screen or square-hole high-shear screen (Sil-
verson) (Figs. 9B and C is used on the mixing head,
keeping aeration to a minimum but also producing a

Fig. 8. Stainless steel mixing head. A slight change in bore size and
Fig. 9. Mixing head screens. (A) General purpose disintegrating head;angled nozzles direct the solutions for maximum mixing efficiency,

which can be verified by the consistency of the sol gelation time (tg). (B) square-hole, high-shear screen; (C) Standard emulsor screen (pro-
duces homogeneous sols, the finer version of this head, not shown,For further mixing efficiency the screen mesh size can be changed

depending on the viscosity of the sol (Fig. 9). Also shown are bottom aerates the sol; (D and E) slotted disintegrating heads. (F) axial flow
head (Although this head expels material vertically upward, it is particu-views of different acid-silicate-probe delivery mechanisms to the mixing

blades. System A was typically used throughout this work. larly good at reducing aeration in high density sol).
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In a typical acidic hydrogel preparation, the acid Sol-Gel Rig Operating Conditions:
pump delivers acid to the mixing blades for a given period

Actual mass flow rateof time, denoted the system-dead time, after which time
the silicate pump is started. An acid dead time is necessary of acid used (Kg/min)
for two important reasons. Firstly, the alkaline silicate
solution has to be quickly and efficiently made acidic so 5 Eq. 19 * 1%acid

100 2 (22)
as not to gel in the mixing head. Second, the mixing head
has a volume ,20 cm3 in which it has to initially acidify

Excess acid (Kg/min) 5 (actual-empirical)
the sol. The mixing head vessel is also designed to have
a mixing volume, typically 300 cm3, before the sol is 5 Eq. 22 2 Eq. 21 (23)
pumped away. This enables very efficient sol mixing, but

Final Sol Composition:typically requires many minutes for the acid concentration
to drop to the required steady-state value. This inevitably Excess acid normality in sol (N)
consumes large volumes of reactants, producing large
volumes of acidic waste. The next section describes how 5

eq. 23 * 1000
total flow rate(L/min) * 49

(24)
the composition of the sol is determined. One can further
imagine some simple calculations showing how long the % SiO2 (w/w)
system should run, to correct for the initial acid dead
time and 300 cm3 mixing vessel volume.

5
%silicate * Eq. 18 (Kg/min)
Eq. 18 1 Eq. 19(Kg/min)

(25)

Calculating Sol Composition
Gated Hydrogel Sampling (Method to Observe

The initial reactant parameters such as % w/w, and Initial Sol Formation Kinetics)
the specific gravity (SG) of the acid and silicate, as well

Observing the real-time growth of the silica nanopar-as the weight ratio of the glass, were predetermined by
ticles ,1 min into the polymerization was initially diffi-titration. The volumetric flow rates were determined by
cult to achieve as typical measurement times, neededusing either electronic digital flow meters (Cole Palmer)
to acquire both the vertical and horizontally polarizedor by simply measuring the volume collected as a function
fluorescence decay curves, were in excess of 2 min. How-of time. The following equations below, for use with the
ever, the authors have subsequently addressed this prob-continuous-flow sol-gel preparation rig (Fig. 7), were
lem and have developed a gated continuous flow sol-gelused within a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet to determine
preparation and optical flow cell system {Fig. (10)[24]}.final sol composition (see Table I)

The different delay stages (delay times) for doped
Mass Flow Rates: sol flow after initial mixing allow, in essence, gated sam-

pling (in an analogous manner to an optical gate), which
Silicate (Kg/min) 5 (Flow rate (L/min) * SG) (18) allows polarized fluorescence decays to be collected irre-

spective of the acquisition time, but more importantly,Acid (Kg/min) 5 (Flow rate (L/min) * SG) (19)
without the continued growth and/or aggregation of silica
nanoparticles. Again orthogonal polarized fluorescenceExcess Acid Present in Sol Emerging from the Mixing
decay kinetics were recorded using the time-correlatedHead:
single-photon counting technique [29] [Fig. (10)]. For all

Mass flow rate of Na2O the measurements the sol remained optically transparent
such that multiple scattering from the particles could be

ex-mixing head (Kg/min)
neglected. For studying a 12.01 % SiO2 (w/w), 0.44 N,
pH 0.66 sol, then 30% H2SO4 was prepared by diluting

5 1 %silicate
100* ratio2 * Eq. 18 (20) 2750 cm3 50% H2SO4 (Ineos Silicas) to 5307.87 cm3

using doubly distilled deionized water. The addition of
85 mg rhodamine 700 produced a 30% H2SO4, 3 3 1025Empirical Excess acid (100 %) (Kg/min)
mol L21 rhodamine 700 solution, which after mixing
('1:3 ratio of pump speeds) produced a 1025 mol L21

5 1eq. 20
62 2 * 98 (21)

rhodamine 700 sol. Acid concentrations were readily con-
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firmed by titration with 1 N NaOH. Sodium silicate solu- The sol output pump was flow matched to the sum
of the rhodamine 700–doped sulphuric acid and sodiumtion, 16.26 % SiO2 (w/w), was prepared by diluting 6000

cm3 Crystal 79 (29.25% SiO2 w/w, Ineos Silicas) to silicate solution pumps (i.e., 9.9 ml/s21), to maintain a
system steady state, at which time a sol delay line was12038.81 cm3, again using doubly distilled deionized

water and then sealed. After 24 hr (to allow the depoly- chosen, which combined with the tubing length and bore
size (0.8 mM diameter), gave the time for the anisotropymerization of initial silica Q species# to reach equilibrium)

the silicate and acid solutions were confirmed again by measurement, (i.e., the gating time delay). The elevated
temperature of the sol, resulting from the exothermictitration and were then peristaltically pumped together

using Marprene tubing (Watson Marlow), at a rate of nature of the acid-base heat of neutralization, was meas-
ured on the bulk sol directly after flowing through the7.35 and 2.55 ml/s21 respectively, into the stainless steel

mixing head and beaker (Fig. 10). It is important to note flow cell and was found to be slightly dependent on the
gating tubing length. This temperature, '35 8C, can thenthat for gated sampling the solutions are drawn from the

bottom of the glass reaction vessel to minimize any dead be used in calculating the spherical silica particle sizes
from the Stokes-Einstein equation:volume and therefore dead time. The solutions were effi-

ciently mixed, by the stainless-steel mixing blades rotat-
tr 5

hV
kT

(26)ing at 1200 rpm (Silverson), to produce a 12.01% SiO2

(w/w), 0.44 N, pH 0.66 sol. Depending on the preparation
parameters, such as reactant concentrations, temperature, where k is the Baltzmann constant.

It was found that increasing extents of scattering ofpump speeds etc., sols differing in percentage weight
of silica, excess acid normality, and pH can readily be the excitation light (evident as sharp spikes in the polar-

ized decay curves, not short correlation times) occurredproduced by this gated procedure [24].

Fig. 10. Continuous flow sol-gel preparation system, flow cell, and time-correlated single, photon timing instrumentation.
(A) 5307 cm3 rhodamine 700–doped sulphuric acid; (B) 12,038 cm3 sodium silicate solution; (C) Watson Marlow
505S/RL peristaltic pumps; (D) recirculating cooling bath at 208C. (E) Marprene tubing. Ordinary tubing is not designed
or suited for peristaltic pumping. The characteristics of the pump, including chemical suitability, suction lift, pressure,
life, flow rate, and efficiency are largely determined by the tubing. 8.0-mm bore, 1.6-mm wall thickness tubing was
used, which was a compromise between maximum tube life (using a large-bore tube at low speed) and maximum
accuracy (using a small-bore tube at maximum speed). (F) Digital flow meters. Modified from Geddes et al. [24].
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for very short gating times because of the extent of sol for example, for trimers, y 5 3. In sodium silicate solution
many Q species are present, but in our case Q3 speciesaeration. To alleviate this, different screen mesh sizes

were used (Fig. 9), depending on the density of the sols are likely to prevail.
being measured. As one would expect, the mesh size also
affected the efficiency of initial sol mixing which was

Preparation of Alkaline Hydrogels
manifested in producing sols with slightly different gela-
tion times, although this was only noticeable at high % Low % SiO2 (w/w) alkaline hydrogels were prepared

by firstly diluting Crystal 79 to the desired concentrationw/w SiO2 concentrations. In addition the bottom of the
glass reaction vessel was tapered to prevent the sol-output and then slowly acidifying. Typically, dilute sulphuric

acid was allowed to gravity feed into a baffled mixingpump drawing air (Fig. 11), with the additional use of
Teflon plugs to minimize the finite volume of the taper. beaker containing the sodium silicate solution, which was

continually stirred. Because of the low density of the solsIn this gated study [24], rhodamine 700 was the
probe chosen to track particle growth because it was prepared by this method, elaborate and efficient mixing

procedures, such as those employed for low pH hydrogelfound to be chemically stable in 30% (w/w) H2SO4, has
a relatively small (radius , 0.6 nm [31]), was rapidly synthesis were not necessary. The tg for a 2% SiO2

(w/w), pH 10 sol-gel at room temperature was . 250taken-up by the growing silica nanoparticles in the acidic
sol (similar behavior to that observed under other acidic hr [32].
and alkaline conditions [32]), as well as having a suitably
short fluorescent lifetime, t, in the sol to resolve silica

Preparation of Silicon Alkoxide Sol-Gels
nanoparticle formation and growth, that is t [ tr . For
rhodamine 700 in this sol, t 5 1.83 ns and x2 5 1.24, TMOS based sol-gels were made by mixing tetra-

methylorthosilicate, ethanol, water (doubly deionized),at a gating time of 1 min.
For the gated sampling results shown in the discus- and HCl together to produce pH 2.3, 21.91% (w/w) SiO2

sol-gels (based on complete polymerization of thesion, vertically and horizontally polarized decays were
measured using tubing lengths, measured from the bottom reactants). The R value was 2, which under stoichiometric

conditions would lead to complete hydrolysis and conden-of the reaction beaker to the flow cell, of 139, 167, and
522 cm, corresponding to 7.02, 8.43, and 26.36 sec- sation [c.f. Eq. (8)]. Solutions were initially cooled to

,48C before hydrolysis to minimize any potential solventonds, respectively.
#For QX

Y species notation, the superscript x denotes boiling because of the exothermic nature of the reaction.
A concentrated ethanol stock solution of R6G was usedthe number of bridging oxygen’s (2OSi) surrounding the

central silicon atom and the sum of the subscripts, y, is in the preparation to adjust the optical density of the sol
to less than 0.1 at labsmax 5 530 nm. Sol in the amountthe number of silicons comprising the silicate species,
of 3.5 cm3 was then cast into a quartz cuvette and sealed
throughout to reduce drying and maintain a constant com-
position, as compared to the sol-gels made by Narang et
al. [13], which were opened after 48 hr as part of an
investigation into the drying process. The gelation time,
tg, was typically 56160–59040 min at '208C, measured
by observing the time for 15 mL sol to start peeling away
from the sides of a sealed 50-mL glass sample bottle
(Fisher Scientific UK) to the time when the sol had set
firm.

LUDOX Colloidal Silica

LUDOX AM30 colloidal silica was purchased from
the Aldrich Chemical Company, Ltd. The silica particles
in LUDOX are discrete, uniform spheres of silica that
have no internal surface area or detectable crystallinity.
The 6-nm radius particles are dispersed in a pH 8.9 alka-
line medium (NaOH), which reacts with the silica surfaceFig. 11. The use of Teflon plugs to minimize the dead volume of the

mixing vessel’s taper. to produce a negative surface charge, balanced with
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sodium ions. In addition, some of the surface silicon compatible with nanometre particle rotational times in
the sols studied and R02,0.57. CG437 is cationic (chargeatoms have been replaced with aluminium atoms, which

creates a fixed negative charge, independent of pH, balanced with a bromide counter-ion) and has solvent-
dependent bi-exponential longer fluorescent lifetimes ofaffording particle stability over the alkaline range [33]

(Fig. 12). Because the particles repel one another, then '8.5–14 ns and '25–34 ns (Ludox AM30), making it
more suitable than rhodamine 6G for studying particlesthey don’t aggregate and hence the solution is typically

non-gelling, which is ideal for testing the validity of our of a 10-nm scale, but has bi Þ 0, making R01, R02 ,0.4.
Figure 13A shows the 1-photon absorption and fluores-fluorescence nanoparticle metrology approach.
cence spectra of an aqueous solution of CG437 and its
molecular structure. Figure 13B shows the laser power

Choice of Fluorescent Probes for Studying Sol-Gels dependence of the fluorescence intensity for CG437
labeled LUDOX AM30. The slope obtained supports theThe choice of dye for labeling the silica particles is
presence of 2-photon excitation [c.f. Eq. (13)]. It has alsocrucial and is influenced by several criteria. Ideally a dye
been shown previously that rhodamine 6G undergoes 2-should have a fluorescence lifetime comparable to the
photon excitation when excited at 800 nm [30]. It isrotational correlation time of the particle, that is t [ tR
interesting to note that the obvious step of frequency[17,23] and constant when the dye is free in the sol and
doubling the Ti:sapphire laser to obtain 1-photon excita-when bound to the particle. The dye should be stable at
tion of rhodamine 6G at 400 nm results in an unworkablythe pH used, have a good quantum yield (say .0.2), a
low R01 value [30]. JA120 and JA53 (Fig. 14), werehigh multiphoton absorption cross section when using
synthesised and supplied by Dr. Jutta Arden-Jacob, Uni-multiphoton excitation and collinear absorption and emis-
versity of Seigen, Germany. Both JA120 and JA53 havesion transition dipoles, that is, bi 5 0 in order to maximize
similar absorption and fluorescence emission spectraR0 (cf. Eq. 15). Minimizing the dye size in comparison
(Peaking at '645 and 672 nm and 650 and 690 nm, H2O/to the particle is also important. The dye should be water
pH 7, respectively) and similar fluorescence lifetimessoluble for ease of depositing on the particle. Although
('1.83 ns and 1.76 ns, H2O/pH 7, respectively). Asfunctionality of the dye can be achieved to ensure covalent
briefly mentioned, near-infrared dyes are essential forattachment to the silica [34], our experience is that other
studying sols made from sodium silicate solution andmechanisms (e.g., coulombic attraction) are often ade-
as such, both JA120 and JA53 were an ideal choice.quate. The isoelectric point and the point of zero charge
Rhodamine 6G was used to study TMOS based sols, toof silica are in the pH range '1–3 [1,2], and therefore
compare with the findings of Narang et al., [13], whileboth anionic and cationic dyes have their uses. Inevitably
CG437 was used to study the static LUDOX samples.a compromize in the choice of dye is usually necessary.
Given the expense and availability of JA120 and JA53,The merits of the different probes used in this work are
rhodamine 700 was used in the gated sampling acidicbriefly described: rhodamine 6G is stable over a wide
hydrogel work, because 85 mg was required per '5.3 LpH range, highly fluorescent, and readily taken up by
acid solution, and also for probing high-pH hydrogels onsilica and has a fluorescence lifetime '4 ns, which is
chemical stability grounds.

Bulk Viscosity Measurements

Bulk viscosities, hb, were typically determined for
sols just up to tg and also for solvents in probe volume
determinations, using two Ostwald Viscometers (Fisher
Scientific) in the range 0–6 and 6–30 cP. The viscometers
were initially calibrated with a standard of known viscos-
ity and density at various temperatures, for example,
water. For the viscosity measurements of sols the temper-
ature was maintained at 208C. The density of a 21.91%
SiO2 (w/w), pH 2.3, R 5 2.00 TMOS sol at 1160 min,
208C, was 0.923 g cm23 (mean of five measurements).

Gelation Times, tg

The tg values for the different sols were determinedFig. 12. Surface configuration of Ludox AM30 colloidal silica. From
ref [33]. by noting the range of times when 1 L of sol (using the
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Fig. 13. (A) Absorption (—) and emission (–) spectra of a 1025 M solution of CG437 in H2O. The absorption spectra in the
region 280–400 nm is expanded for clarity. Insert: Molecular structure of CG437. (B) Log-log plot of fluorescence intensity
dependence of CG437-labeled silica particle (AM30) on the incident photon flux density at 800 nm. The regression coefficient
is denoted t. Data from Karolin et al. [23].

same Nalgene beaker) had thickened sufficiently to start RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
peeling away from the sides of the beaker to the point
when it could no longer flow and had set firm. For low- Discussions of the nature of the second rotational
density sol-gels, tg is broader and greater than for higher- correlation time, tr2, whether a viscosity [13] or probe
density (i.e. greater % w/w SiO2) sol-gels containing the bound to growing silica nanoclusters (see Fig. 1), has
same excess acid normality. been reported for both hydrogels [17,18] and TMOS [25].

The overwhelming evidence for the growing nanoparticle
interpretation now allows us to discuss our results and
interpretations in terms of sol kinetics and evolution for
each of the sol-gel systems studied.

Acidic Hydrogels

Figure 15 shows 1-photon anisotropy decays
recorded for a JA120-doped 15.3% SiO2, 0.27 N sol-gel
(see Sol in Table I). We can clearly see a longer second
rotational correlation time, with an increasing amplitude,
as a function of the reaction polymerization time (pt) [c.f.
Eq. (10)].

By using tr1 to calculate the sol microviscosity [Eq.
(26)] for the sols shown in Table I and using tr2 we are
able to calculate the growing silica particle size as a
function of pt (Fig. 16). The initial aggregate growth
shown in Fig. 16 can be well described to a first-order
approximation (linear regression coefficient R2,0.96) by
a function of the form:

r 5 r0 1 (rmax 2 r0)(1 2 e2kt ) (27)

where the initial particle radius r0 ranges from 1.4 nm to
1.7 nm (uncorrelated with [SiO2]). For Fig. 16 (constantFig. 14. Structural formulae for (A) JA120 and (B) JA53. Cl2-counter

ion. pH of '0.8–0.9 and varying silicate concentration) the
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due to the limitations of scattering techniques for studying
particles against a background of scattering from the gel.
Ignoring particle syneresis may prove to be a major omis-
sion in current theoretical sol-gel evolution models.

It can be seen from Fig. 16 that the resolution we
obtain, using JA120 as a probe, as the particles grow
during polymerization is quite good, that is, at least as
good as x-ray and neutron scattering, but at much lower
cost, greater convenience, and simplified measurement.
Also, unlike these other techniques, fluorescence anisot-
ropy decay provides the microviscosity and particle meas-
urements in situ at high silicate concentrations, even after
the gel has formed. Also, the dye may be expected to
intercalate within the ramified structures thought to
describe the silica particles, contributing little to the over-

Fig. 15. Fluorescence anisotropy decay curves as function of polymer- all hydrodynamic radius. To investigate probe effects fur-
ization time pt, for a 15.3% SiO2 and 0.27 N sol-gel. Data from Birch

ther, we used another probe, JA53, under identicaland Geddes [18].
conditions. Subsequently, Fig. 17 shows a comparison of
the growth functions for a 15.00% SiO2 (w/w) sol-gel,
pH 0.73, 0.37 N excess acid (tg 5 68–74 min) using both

rate parameter k is '3.3 3 1025 s1, 6.0 3 1025 s21,
JA120 and JA53, where both functions can be seen to

8.6 3 1025 s21 and 1.7 3 1024 s21 for a 6.02% SiO2 be very similar. Interestingly, the smallest particle size
(weight for weight), 9.14% SiO2, 12.7% SiO2, and 15.3%

that is measurable is determined by the dimensions of
SiO2, respectively. Because the rise-times are faster, we

the dye, though at '4-nm particle radius, the dyes we
have shown the time axis in Fig. 16 on a log scale.

have used contribute ,1% to the total hydrodynamic
A new aspect revealed by Fig. 16 is the peak after

volume. In other studies (unpublished) we investigated
'2000 min. We attribute this to the intraparticle conden-

the growth curve as a function of when the sol was doped.
sation rate ('6.0*1026 s21, assuming an exponential

We found that later dye addition tracked the particle
reduction in particle radius) dominating the growth rate

growth identically, just as though the sol was initially
as the particle number density decreases. Shrinkage

doped at t 5 0.
caused by condensation in a bulk gel is called syneresis

As previously mentioned, we associate tr1 with the
and is well known [1,2], but until our recent work [17,18]

rotation of the probe in the fluid part of the sol and indeed
had not been reported at the particle level. This is perhaps

in residual fluid in the gel. Hence, the microviscosity is
significantly less than the bulk viscosity at all times.
Figure 16 shows that the microviscosity is lowered
slightly after gelation, and this would be consistent with
loss of low molecular weight silicate species from the
fluid. A microdomain of constant microviscosity of '2

Fig. 16. Fluid microviscosity (solid symbols) and particle hydrody-
namic mean radius (open symbols) as a function of polymerization
time, pt, for 15.3% final SiO2 concentration and 0.27 N excess acid
normality (viscosity omitted for clarity, radius L), 12.7% SiO2 and
0.25 N (n,▫), 9.14% SiO2 and 0.31 N (m,n), 6.02% SiO2, and 0.30 N
(●, C), sol-gels. The corresponding tg values are 60–74 min. 240–270

Fig. 17. Comparison of silica particle growth curves as probed bymin, 990–1050 min and 2760–3240 min respectively. Data from Birch
and Geddes [18]. JA120 and JA53. Data from Birch and Geddes [20].
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cP coexisting with a higher-viscosity microdomain, which polymerization proceeds, further supporting dye partition
between the sol and growing silica nanoparticles.increased in microviscosity from '10 to 1000 cP during

polymerization, was proposed in previous work on alco- The primary particle hydrodynamic radius in Fig.
16 is slightly greater than that reported for silica gelgels [13] (see Fig. 1A). Our interpretation of the anisot-

ropy decay in hydrogels differs from this mainly in that [4,36] using small-angle x-ray scattering, suggesting that
water bound to the particles may contribute to the hydro-we account for the slower depolarization component in

terms of the dye binding to silica particles (see Fig. dynamic radius under these conditions (i.e., pH, etc.),
given that the probes are thought to be intercalated. The1B) [17,18].

The fraction, f, [Eq. (10)] has been interpreted as the effect of hydrogen bonded water on silica hydrogel poly-
merization is an uncharted area that we have been ablefraction of fluorescence resulting from probe molecules

bound to silica particles, and hence 1 2 f the fraction to study using D2O in an attempt to disrupt hydrogen
bonding but not alter sol compositions or solubility, etc.resulting from free dye in the sol. However, the fractional

intensities only give direct quantitative information when Figure 19 shows particle growth in the absence and
presence of the addition of an equal volume of D2O orthe anisotropies remain unassociated, that is, the quantum

yield of the fluorophore remains similar when both free H2O to an equal volume of 15.11% SiO2 (final w/w) sol-
gel with an excess acid pH of 0.76. The correspondingin the sol and bound to the growing silica nanoparticles.

For all the sols studied by this approach, this was gener- tg values were '26 6 1.5 and 21 6 1 hr for the D2O
and H2O additions, respectively. The tg of the undilutedally the case, the lifetime of JA120 changing only very

slightly when bound. Figure 18 shows f for the sols in sol was 48–55 min. The addition of D2O is seen to reduce
the hydrodynamic radius, which could be caused by aTable I increasing with silicate concentration and the

duration of polymerization, which can be modeled reduction in hydrogen bonding on adding D2O, corres-
ponding to '2–3 water molecules, solubility differencesaccording to:
during early ripening, or the microviscosity differences

f ' f0 1 ( fmax 2 f0)(1 2 e2ct) (28) of the sol (1.26 cP for H2O addition as compared to 1.59
cP for D2O addition), influencing the relative diffusionwith c ' 1024 s21. The modeling necessity for f0 Þ 0
rates of silica particles. Figure 20 shows that the fluores-probably just reflects the non-diffusion controlled take
cence kinetics in terms of the rate of take up of the dyeup of the dye at t 5 0, although clearly in reality, f0 5
JA120 as reported by f is the same in the absence and0. Similar trends have also been reported by the authors
presence of D2O.for a variety of other sols produced from sodium silicate

We sought to test our fluorescence anisotropy met-solution [15–22,24,26,32,35]. It is interesting to note that
rology approach further by adding salts to the initial solby stopping the polymerization at different times, by pre-
and noting the effect on particle size. The addition ofcipitating out the silica on addition of methanol, produced
salts is well known to reduce tg because of the changesolutions containing different concentrations of dye. This
in sol ionic strength, which reduces the surface chargeis consistent with Eq. (28) and the take-up of dye as the

Fig. 19. Silica particle growth in the absence and presence of D2O,
Fig. 18. The fraction f of total fluorescence due to dye binding to silica using JA120, vs. time (pt). Errors in silica particle radii were calculated

from three times the standard deviation of the bound dye rotationalparticles vs. time (pt) for the sol-gels in Table I. Data from Geddes
and Birch [17]. correlation time, tr2, [c.f. Eq. (10)]. Data from Birch and Geddes [20].
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Fig. 21. The effect on the bulk viscosity and hence tg by adding inor-Fig. 20. Fluorescence fraction, f, due to JA120 bound to silica particles
ganic salts. 1 M NaNO3 and 1 M NaCL sols were prepared by addingin the absence and presence of D2O. Data from Birch and Geddes [20].
4.25 g and 2.92 g of the respective salts to 50 mL of sol containing
1025 M JA120. Bulk viscosities were recorded using Ostwald Viscome-
ters. Data from Birch and Geddes [20].

and mutual repulsion of silica particles and hence
increases the interparticle condensation reaction rate
[1,2]. Figure 21 shows the effect on the bulk viscosity
(measured with an Ostwald Viscometer) by the addition aggregation until a maximum mean radius of ,4.5 nm

is formed. A simple volume calculation predicts the sec-of NaCl and NaNO3 compared to the original sol. Table
II shows the effect on the kinetic parameters of Eq. (27) ondary particles to be composed of a maximum of ,13

primary particles. The aggregation rate eventually slowsby adding NaCl and NaNO3. Little change in the initial
primary particle radius of '1.7 nm was observed. There as the free particle number density decreases and there

are few external hydroxyl groups available for collisionsis little change in the growth rate, k, even though tg

changes quite markedly on the addition of salt. The addi- to result in further bonding between particles. The intra-
particle condensation rate then dominates over the aggre-tion of NaF produced rapid gelation that was too quick

to be studied by this method; however, gated sampling gation rate as internal hydroxyl groups continue to
condense to form siloxane bonds, explaining the decreasemay aid studies in this regard.

The sequence of events leading up to the formation observed from 4.5 nm to 4 nm (see Fig. 16). Eventually
all but any sterically hindered internal hydroxyl groupsof silica gel at low pH, revealed by our new approaches

and measurements [15–26,32,35] and in partnership with are used up.
The usefulness of the silica particle growth curvecurrent sol-gel opinion [1,2], is summarized in Fig. 22.

Initially, a few tetrahedra of monosilicic acid, Si(OH)4, shown in Fig. 16 from an industrial viewpoint lies in the
fact that by stopping the polymerization process at aare joined together through siloxane (-Si2O2Si-) bonds

formed in condensation reactions to give primary particles known precalibrated particle radius may lead to quality
control of the surface area. From a theoretical viewpointof mean radius ,1.5 nm. These primary particles diffuse

through the sol, collide, and bond together by means the growth curve provides new data for developing
dynamical models, which in turn might lead to optimiza-of siloxane bonds formed through more condensation

reactions. Secondary particles are thus formed through tion of the sol-gel process in general.

Table II. Effect of Inorganic Salt Addition on the Parameters of Eq. 27

Sol-gel/added salts r0 (nm) k (s21) tg (mins)

a5.94% SiO2, 0.29 N(Pure sol) 1.81 6 0.05 2.36e25 2803–3013
5.94% SiO2, 0.29 N(0.1 M NaCl) 1.77 6 0.02 3.36e25 2743–2833
5.94% SiO2, 0.29 N(1 M NaCl) 1.69 6 0.15 3.94e25 1823–1883
a5.92% SiO2, 0.26 N(Pure sol) 1.70 6 0.04 2.27e25 2895–3045
5.92% SiO2, 0.26 N(0.1 M NaNo3) 1.71 6 0.03 2.25e25 2820–2910
5.92% SiO2, 0.26 N(1 M NaNO3) 1.70 6 0.03 2.45e25 2580–2640
5.92 % SiO2, 0.26 N(0.1 M NaF) — — '8

r0 5 initial silica particle radius; k 5 initial aggregate growth rate (the linear regression coefficient R2 was better than 0.97 for all the above data);
tg - gelation time (the time for the liquid, the sol, to set firm).
aBoth the 5.94% SiO2, 0.29 N and the 5.92% SiO2, 0.26 N sol-gels can be considered equivalent for comparison purposes. Data from Birch and
Geddes [20].
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Fig. 22. The sequence of events leading up to silica hydrogel formation at low pH. Updated from Birch and Geddes [19].

Gated Sampling of Acidic Hydrogels seconds) for the 12.01% SiO2, 0.44 N sol. Table III
shows the corresponding rotational correlation times,

Figure 23 shows the fluorescence anisotropy decay bound dye fluorescence fraction, f, and calculated silica
curves as a function of gating time (7.02, 8.43, and 26.36 nanoparticle radius. We can clearly see differences in

the decay curves, showing an increase in silica particle
size as the polymerization proceeds. It is interesting to
see from Table III that rhodamine 700 is initially
unbound in the sol, evident by a very fast rotational
correlation time '100 ps, very similar to that reported
for aqueous (pH 7) rhodamine 700 [31]. At later gating
delays the probe is partitioned between the aqueous
phase and bound to growing silica nanoparticles, where
the fluorescence fraction, f, can be seen to increase to
'32% in ,27 s. It is interesting that the results show
a silica particle radius of '1.5 nm, previously found
after several minutes polymerization [17,18], is in fact
present within 10 s of a silica hydrogel being formed.
Although just three gating times within 30 s of initial
mixing have been reported to date by the authors, it is

Fig. 23. Fluorescence anisotropy decay curves as a function of polymer-
envisaged that many more measurements can be taken,ization time, pt (or gating time) for a 12.01 % SiO2, 0.44 N sol. A 5
with even better real-time resolution by modifying the7.02, B 5 8.43, and C 5 26.36s, respectively. Data from Geddes

et al. [24]. flow rates, tubing bore size, and sol viscosity, where the
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Table III. Kinetic Analysis of the Gating Delay Data

Gating time (s) tr1 (ps) tr2 (ns) f percent x2 R (nm)

7.02 97.3 6 3.0 — — 1.16 —
8.43 55.6 6 3.5 3.0 6 1.2 9.4 1.07 1.45 6 0.14

26.36 108 6 2.4 4.5 6 0.2 32.4 1.20 1.66 6 0.03

A microviscosity of 1 cP was used in the silica particle radius, R, calculation—indicates that a suitable fit to the data could not be obtained. f is
the percentage dye bound to growing silica nanoparticles, calculated from the amplitude of the second rotational correlation time [c.f. Eq. (10). Data
from Geddes et al. [24].

time resolution is independent of the sol mixing time, reactant costs. For example, one could simply scale down
the sol-gel rig, using smaller-bore tubing, smaller pumps,which was typically ,,,1 second.

In summary, this approach of gated fluorescence and a smaller mixing head. Such a system would be most
attractive because some key metrology experiments couldnanoparticle metrology:
be undertaken, such as polymerizing dye-labeled TMOS

● Allows real-time silica nanoparticle measure-
under various conditions. Even donor–acceptor (for RET

ments
studies)-labeled TMOS (high-density) gated systems

● Allows the early formation dynamics of sol-gels
could be undertaken for studying very early TMOS self-

to be realized, including the possibility of being
assembly mechanisms.

able to distinguish discrete growth mechanisms
such as Ostwald ripening or aggregation.

● Might allow real-time distributions of silica parti- Alkaline Hydrogels
cles to be observed

Figure 24 obtained at pH 10 shows a dramatic differ-
● Could readily be applied to any sol-gel system,

ence from Fig. 16 (at low pH) in respect of the former
including tetraalkoxysilanes, for example, TEOS

showing a clear bi-modal growth [32]. We have modeled
and the TMOS sol described in this paper, which

Fig. 24 successfully using a function of the form [32]:
are readily used in sol-gel research and photonic
applications because of their better defined r 5 r0 1 (rp 2 r0)(1 2 e2kpt )
reactants compared to sodium-, potassium-, or

1 (rs 2 rp)(1 2 e2kst ) (29)lithium silicate–based hydrogels
● Can be used to measure other optical characteris- This function implies the growth of two different

tics in real time, for example, absorption or emis- entities, one a precursor to the other, which reach different
sion spectra, steady-state anisotropy, etc., by limiting radii, rp and rs. One would typically ascribe kp
mounting the flow cell in suitable instrumenta- as the rate of growth of a primary particle species resulting
tion. from a monomer addition and ks as the growth of second-

ary particles [1,2], again by monomer addition. However,

Further Possibilities for Gated Sampling

Although this gated sampling approach allows the
early formation kinetics of sol-gels to be observed, its
principle drawback is the volume of sample required. For
the 12.01% w/w SiO2, pH 0.66 hydrogel less than 20000
cm3 of reactants were used. This was due primarily to
the mixing head and vessel, which were solely designed
with efficient mixing in mind, but which required a finite
dead volume to fill it. Whereas sulphuric acid and sodium
silicate solutions are relatively cheap to mass purchase,
if one wanted to apply this system to an orthosilicate sol,
a considerable cost would be involved. However, it may
be possible to mix the reactants efficiently using a variety Fig. 24. Silica hydrogel particle growth at pH 10 for a 2% SiO2 sol

of tg . 250 hr. Polymerization time (pt). Data from Birch et al. [32].of other methods, which and likely to substantially reduce
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a single growth mechanism begs the question as to why
two entities with distinct rates of formation are observed
at all, and the role of cluster-cluster aggregation cannot
be ruled out at early times because the growth rate (kp)
is close to that of 8.6 3 1025 s21 observed for secondary
particles under acidic conditions at pH ,1 [17].

Fitting to Eq. (29) gives r0 5 2.3 nm, rp 5 3.3 nm,
rs 5 4.6 nm, kp 5 9.2 3 1025 s21 and ks 5 1.9 3
1026 s21. According to this model, r0 simply reflects the
primary particle size in our first measurement and ks is
just less than the syneresis rate measured under acidic
conditions ,6 3 1026 s21 (absent after 30 hr [17]) and
may well reflect a net growth limited by intraparticle
syneresis. Also, the author has reservations about the
“open” and “branched” nature of sol particles typically Fig. 25. Fraction of the total fluorescence 1 2 f associated with the

fast rotational correlation time tr1, m, and f associated with the slowassociated with low % (w/w) SiO2 sols, because their
rotational time tr2, 1, for the R6G-doped TMOS sol during polymeriza-rotational dynamics are unlikely to be described well by
tion. Data from Geddes et al. [25].Eq. (26).

Clearly, alkaline sols produced from sodium silicate
solution are more complex to model, but can be resolved

[((1 2 f) in Eq. 10)] actually refers to dye tethered andusing fluorescence techniques. In this regard the gated
wobbling on the particle. However, tr1 is ,300 ps, thatsample approach [24], may allow different growth mecha-
is, comparable with that for the free dye in the water/nisms in high pH sols, to be further observed and resolved.
alcohol mixture we have found in the sol, and for the
purpose of calculating the hydrodynamic mean radius the

Tetraalkoxysilane (TMOS)-Based Sol-Gels model given by Eq. (10) is independent of these alterna-
tive interpretations of f. Figure 26 shows how the calcu-As discussed earlier the alkoxide “alcogel” route is
lated viscosity and particle mean radius change withthe one that has been mostly used for research into sol-
polymerization time (pt). The viscosity values are similargel processes because it has better defined reactants and
in magnitude and show a slight downward trend withis typically simpler to prepare than a hydrogel. The poly-
time, similar to that shown in Fig. 16 for a silica hydrogelmerization of tetramethylorthosilicate (TMOS) has been
at low pH [17,18], reflecting here the polymerization ofstudied previously using rhodamine 6G (R6G) and phase
the sol and the expulsion of methanol. The most notablefluorometry and the anisotropy decay interpreted solely
feature of Fig. 26 is the smaller radius compared to any-in terms of viscosity changes [13]. We have recently re-
thing we have so far detected in our metrology work,investigated this system using a slowly gelling 21.9%

(w/w) SiO2 sol at pH 2.3. At 208C tg is ,6 3 104 mins,
and this gives plenty of time to maximise the anisotropy
statistical precision during measurements in which negli-
gible sol changes occur. The measurement precision was
further enhanced by using a fluorometer (Fig. 6) capable
of 2-photon excitation, increasing the initial anisotrophy
[Eq. (15) and Fig. 2.

One of the advantages of the measurement technique
we have developed is that Eq. (10) also gives the microvi-
scosity of the sol, that is, from tr1, and the particle mean
radius. In contrast to our study of silica hydrogels using
JA120, we found the fraction of fluorescence f due to
dye bound to the particles for the TMOS sol, remained
constant at '30% during the polymerization (Fig. 25).
R6G is taken up very efficiently by silica, so on this Fig. 26. Silica particle radius, ●, and sol microviscosity, m, as a function
evidence alone we cannot rule out the possibility that in of polymerization time, pt, for the TMOS sol. The errors in particle

radius were typically 6 0.1 nm. Data from Karolin et al. [23].fact all the dye is taken up and that the “free” dye rotation
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growing from ,0.8 to 1.1 nm and illustrating the high- (,6 nm) as reported on the LUDOX data sheet [33]. The
,1-nm difference may well reflect the influence of boundresolution fluorescence anisotropy can offer. Clearly the

small size reflects the different growth mechanism associ- water on the hydrodynamic radius, which we measure,
and indeed the contribution of the probe dimensions,ated with monomer-monomer and monomer-particle

addition in TMOS under these conditions rather than given that the probe can not intercalate as is thought in
the case of hydrogels. Alternatively, the quoted data sheetthe secondary particle aggregation typically observed in

hydrogels. We fitted the growth of silica hydrogels at pH value of 6 nm may reflect the electron microscopy value
obtained on the dried colloids.,1 using r ,1 2 e2kt, [Eq. (27)], and attributed this to

particle-particle aggregation (Fig. 16). For TMOS under Figure 28A shows an anisotropy decay curve we
have recorded for silica particle rotation in this colloidalthese conditions, Fig. 26 can clearly be approximated by

the limit of slow exponential growth at short times, that suspension. As can be seen from Fig. 28A, an initially
rapid depolarization is followed by a slower component.is, r , kt.

It is interesting at this time to comment on the notion The slower anisotropy decay component (,400 ns)
reflects the Brownian rotation of the colloidal particle,of two microviscosity domains, fig. 1A, first proposed by

Narang and co-workers [13] to explain the bi-exponential but the origin of the faster component (,5 ns) is unclear,
although we do have a possible explanation. Wobblingdecay of fluorescence anisotropy of R6G doped TMOS

sols. By interpreting our anisotropy data shown in fig. of dye molecules tethered to the particle seems unlikely
because 5 ns seems too long in the microviscosity of26 also in terms of two discrete microviscosity domains,

fig. 27, we can see that the second microviscosity, h2, is water [17,18]. Energy migration between dye aggregates
on the particle and intramolecular reorientation of themuch larger than the bulk viscosity, hb, which if correct,

would be expected to lead to a phase separation, but emission dipole can be excluded on similar grounds. Fig-
ure 28B shows the x2 analysis of the anisotropy datawhich was not observed.
given in 28A (1) and synthetic data (O) generated for a
normal distribution of mean radius 7.2 6 0.1 nm solid

Particle Metrology on Static LUDOX Colloidal silica particles undergoing Brownian rotational diffusion.
Silica’s In the analysis of the real data (1), the weaker and shorter

correlation time of '5ns was allowed to vary freely,To check the range of particle sizes that could be
whereas the longer and dominating component, '95%,measured and compared with well-characterized colloids,
was fixed at different values corresponding to differentwe studied a Du Pont Ludox colloid labeled with CG437,
particle size estimates during the least squares minimiza-namely LUDOX AM30. Because of the negative surface
tion of the x2. As can be seen from Fig. 28B, the broadercharge of the AM30 colloids, they repel one another,
x2 surface for the real data compared to the syntheticresulting in stable colloids, which is ideal to test the
data implies that a distribution of particle sizes is present,validity of our nanometrology approach.
although this appears relatively narrow. The skewnessTable IV compares the measured radii for 1- and 2-
suggests the size distribution is weighted toward a meanphoton excitation (,7 nm) and the manufacturer’s value
radius .7.2 nm, where the colloid maybe in fact slowly
aggregating with time. Interestingly, the shorter '5-ns
component may in fact be a fitting artefact caused by the
presence of a distribution of colloid sizes.

CLOSING REMARKS

In this review article we have illustrated the potential
that fluorescence has to offer for resolving the complex
sol-gel formation kinetics for the many sol-gel systems.
Although many workers have studied the sol to gel transi-
tion, few have considered the kinetics of particle forma-
tion and therefore haven’t linked sol silica particles to

Fig. 27. Bulk viscosity, hb and microviscosities h1 and h2 determined
gel parameters such as tg or other bulk properties suchfrom rotational correlation times tr1 and tr2, respectively [c.f. Eq. (10)],
as syneresis. By labeling the growing (aggregating) silicaassuming they both relate to R6G rotating in two different fluid environ-

ments in the TMOS sol. Data from Geddes et al. [25]. nanometre-sized particles with a suitable fluorescent
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Table IV. Silica Particle Radii Determined Using 1- (400 and 370 nm) and 2- 800 nm) Photon Excitation (The manufacturer’s Radius Value for
Ludox AM30 is 6 nm

Fluorescence decay parameters Anisotropy decay parameters

Sample lexc (nm) t1, t2 (ns) % x2 R0 tr (ns) % x2 Particle radius (nm)

AM30 800 12.6 6 1.20 21 0.219 375 6 90 90 7.13
31.5 6 0.63 79 1.18 5.0 6 4.8 10 1.11

AM30 400 14.0 6 0.80 14 0.276 431 6 84 95 7.47
33.6 6 0.78 86 1.16 4.2 6 10.0 5 1.02

AM30 370 8.5 6 0.12 41 0.250 434 6 69 100 1.09 7.48
25.4 6 0.14 59 1.2

A microviscosity of 1023 PaS was used in the particle radii determination. For femtosecond 2-photon 800 nm, frequency doubled 800 nm to 400
nm and 370 nm IBH NanoLED nanosecond excitation, the channel width was ' 191 ps.

probe we have been able to observe and model a bulk Our approach measures the mean particle size, where a
distribution is likely to influence the overall reaction ratesproperty of sol-gels, now found at the particle level,

namely syneresis. Based on this finding, it is therefore and therefore the physical characteristics of the final gels,
such as pore size, given that pores are simply the voidslikely that the growth rates shown in our work, and those

for others based on scattering techniques, are actually between aggregated particles. Our studies also show that
1 and 2-photon time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy arelarger because of an offset by the intraparticle synere-

sis rate. ideal for studying many sol-gel kinetic processes that can
occur simultaneously, such as hydrolysis, condensation,We believe our new interpretation and therefore

approach to studying sol-gel glasses sets the scene for monomer addition, particle aggregation, and syneresis.
Other notable features of our approach are the resolu-more complex sol-gel formation studies. For, example,

although not stressed too much in this article, everything tion of the silica particle sizes, the cost as compared to
neutron scattering, and the fact that this technique canwe have reported to date, even the static Ludox colloidal

silicas, probably concerns a distribution of particle sizes, be used at high silicate concentrations and well beyond
tg. This approach could easily be adapted for on-linewhere for each size a different rate equation pertains.

Fig. 28. A-Two-photon induced fluorescence anisotropy decay of Ludox AM30 particles labeled with CG437 (lex 5 800
nm). The number of counts in the difference curve, i.e., numerator in Eq. (9), is '50,000 and the time per channel is 0.1927
ns. B-x2 analysis of the anisotropy data given in A (1) and synthetic data (O) generated for a normal distribution of 7.2 6

0.1 nm particles undergoing Brownian rotational diffusion. The minimum of the x2 curve has been normalized to unity for
comparison. Particle sizes are calculated assuming a microviscosity of 0.001 PaS. Data from Karolin et al. [23].
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monitoring of sol-gel production in a manufacturing plant neering Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC),
UK.and should also be suitable for studying other colloids

such as TiO2, etc. In a more general context, this interpre-
tation [Eq. (10)] also provides a means of separating the

GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS ANDbehavior of both free and bound dye. This may well
MATHEMATICAL TERMSoffer a general approach to the problem of monitoring

adsorption in related areas, for example, haze forming
c Rate of dye take-up Eq. (28)protein up-take by silica particles used in fining applica-
DLCA Difffusion limited cluster aggregationtions.
f Fraction of fluorescence due to bound dyeFrom a theoretical sol-gel formation perspective,
f0 Initial fraction of fluorescence due tomuch effort has been applied to solutions of Smolu-

bound dyechowski’s equation and computer simulations, in the last
fmax Maximum fraction of fluorescence due tofew decades, to model silica cluster growth [1,2]. Reac-

bound dyetion or diffusion-limited cluster-cluster aggregation
FD Frequency domain(RLCA or DLCA) models [37], modified to take account
k Boltzmann constant and rate of primary parti-of deformation as a result of rearrangement about the

cle aggregation for acidic solspoint of initial contact between clusters [38], have been
kp Rate of primary particle aggregation for alka-considered successful at describing the kinetic and struc-

line solstural processes prior to gelation. At pH ,2 the slightly
ks Rate of secondary particle aggregation forpositive repulsion between particles, which bind on colli-

alkaline solssion according to the probability of an interparticle con-
LD Laser diodedensation reaction is thought to lead to RLCA conditions,
hb Bulk viscositywhich predicts growth [1,2] for non-gelling systems
h1 Microviscosity calculated from tr1described by a mean diameter r , ekt (DLCA predicts
pt Polymerization timer , t). It is therefore interesting that our experimental
R6G Rhodamine 6Gdata, conversely supports low pH growth in the form
RET Resonance energy transferr , 1-e2kt, for sodium silicate–based hydrogels and
r Silica particle radiusr , kt for a pH 2.3 TMOS gel. Also, current models do
R H2O:Si ratio for TMOS sols, steady-statenot take account of the intraparticle syneresis rate when

anisotropy, and linear regression coefficientmodeling silica nanoparticle growth.
RLCA Reaction limited cluster aggregationAs we can see, fluorescence nanometrology in sol-
R0 Initial anisotropygels is only just beginning, but our work already looks
r0 Initial silica particle radiuspromising for experimentally determining the full kinetic
rp Primary silica particle radius for alkaline solsand structural evolution of sol-gel glasses. This may in
rs Secondary silica particle radius for alkalineturn lead to a closer chemical control of the sol-gel process

solswith outcomes potentially spanning a whole new genera-
R` Limiting anisotropytion of self assembled sol-gel materials with specified
rmax Maximum particle radiussurface area’s and pore sizes.
SG Specific gravity
TCSPC Time-correlated single-photon counting
TD Time domain
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